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Challenge what feels too familiar.
Work is on the move, with people staying on task wherever they are. As a result, collaborative spaces 
are playing a more significant role in supporting how work gets done. And with change comes the 
need to challenge conventional thinking to discover innovative solutions that support the way people 
work, and the way space transforms. 

Green Fact
Allsteel’s commitment to Design for the 
Environment and sustainable manufacturing 
is evident with Seek. In fact, Seek’s polymer 
shells are made from 100% recyclable 
color-matched polymers. As a result, Seek 
has earned SCS Indoor Advantage™ Gold 
Certification, and may contribute toward 
LEED® credits.



Open your mind to the unfamiliar.
Say hello to Seek, a seating solution that is more about creating  
space than filling it. It’s about accommodating movement and 
adapting to environments on the fly to support impromptu 
collaboration. And a way of looking at seating as flexible and agile – 
like your people – to fit wherever need or imagination demands. 



Rediscover your space.
Today’s footprints are shrinking, and the desire for collaboration is in full demand. The key to success 
is bringing people and space together in a way that fully utilizes both. Seek’s efficient footprint and 
versatile design support multi-purpose environments by transforming any area into comfortable, 
adaptable, collaborative space. With Seek, you never have to look far for readily accessible seating. 

Nested stacks minimize footprints and free up 
valuable real estate. Easy maneuverability aids 
planning and minimizes the work of organizing, 
storing, and allocating seating. 

Seek blends into a variety of environments. Being lightweight and  
mobile, Seek is ideal for collaborative settings like guest seating, 
breakout spaces, and areas that serve multiple functions throughout 
your space.



Space applications increase because Seek can be stored 
where it’s used – in space-saving nested stacks.



Where design and performance intersect.
Lengthy training sessions shouldn’t mean hours of discomfort. With Seek, extended periods of sitting 
are refreshingly comfortable. Designed to move with the body and minimize pressure points, Seek 
conforms to each user’s body movement, so no matter how they sit – or how long they stay – they 
remain comfortable. 
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Seek nests neatly and stacks up,  
not out, freeing valuable space.



Traditional stacking chairs sacrifice comfort for 
convenience. Seek’s people-focused chair design 
and innovative features encourage both.

Seek can be stored in convenient, space-saving nested 
stacks. Easily move a stack where you need it, when 
you need it.



A higher level of comfort.
The idea has always been to provide seating that one can sit in...not on. Seek achieves this with a 
deceptively simple design that conforms to the shape and movement of each user’s body. Its pivoting 
back allows for natural shifts in posture while intuitively distributing lumbar support. The contoured 
seat reduces pressure points and evenly distributes weight for long-term comfort. So sit back, relax, 
and let Seek do all the work. 

Seek’s pivot-back technology intuitively 
provides balance and lumbar support 
for ergonomic recline. 

The contoured seat design distributes 
weight evenly, stabilizing the sit bones 
for forward and reclined comfort. 

Seek comfortably accommodates  
95% of users.

Green Fact
Green-E certified wind renewable energy 
certificates offset 100% of the energy used 
to assemble Seek chairs.



Seek extends comfort with a flexible design that works anywhere.



The luxury of choice.
Freedom in any decision starts with selection. Seek defines freedom with a versatile statement of line, 
easy-to-clean polypropylene, replaceable upholstery, optional mesh back, and unmatched comfort 
and style. Finally, one decision you don’t have to worry about.

Eight contemporary colors 
pair with black and silver 
frame finishes along with 
mesh back options to  
blend seamlessly into  
your environment.

Onyx Brownstone Summit Frost Sprout Surf Tangelo Cayenne



Seek’s polypropylene backrest and arms can be 
wiped down with ease.

Lightweight, mobile, and ready to move with  
casters or glides.

Optional mesh back lets air flow 
through for added comfort.

With optional seat cushion in  
performance fabric, vinyl, and  
leather, Seek becomes even more 
versatile, and supports a higher  
level of customization.



Seek
Statement of Line

Multi-purpose Polymer Back Chair
Arms

K-PUGO
K-PPGO
K-PUCO
K-PPCO

Armless

K-PUGA
K-PPGA
K-PUCA
K-PPCA

Multi-purpose Mesh Back Chair Overall Dimensions Arms H 35½" W 28" D 22"
Overall Dimensions Armless H 35½" W 23¼" D 22"
Seat Dimensions H 19" W 18" D 17¼"
Back Dimensions H 19" W 19½" —
Arm Dimensions H 87⁄8" W 23" D 12¼"
Lumbar Dimensions H 9½"
Back-to-Seat Angle 95°-103°

Overall Dimensions Arms H 35½" W 28" D 22"
Overall Dimensions Armless H 35½" W 23¼" D 22"
Seat Dimensions H 18½" W  175⁄8" D 17¼"
Back Dimensions H 19 ¾" W 19 ½" —
Arm Dimensions H 91⁄8" W 23" D 12¼"
Lumbar Dimensions H 8½"
Back-to-Seat Angle 92°-100°

Arms

K-MUGO
K-MPGO
K-MUCO
K-MPCO

Armless

K-MUGA
K-MPGA
K-MUCA
K-MPCA

Seek nests and stacks up to four high. 

U = Upholstered Seat G = Glides
P = Polymer Seat C = Casters

All together now.
At Allsteel, we believe that together, if we widen our view, we can make a real 
and lasting difference for our environment. That’s why we ensure that all materials 
balance performance and environmental responsibility. Relevant, durable, high-
quality products, backed by Allsteel’s Lifetime Warranty, guarantee years of use 
and reuse. For details, visit allsteeloffice.com/alltogethernow.

Allsteel supports green initiatives in the contract furniture industry as 
a member of the U.S. Green Building Council. Seek is an SCS Indoor 
Advantage™ Gold certified product. 
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